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What is a PLHIV Empowerment Network?

For this survey, it is a group:


with 75% PLHIV membership


with 75% PLHIV leadership


doing primarily HIV-related advocacy work

(this excludes ASOs, buddy networks, etc.)



What we did

Composed a 20-question survey and sent it to many groups


Got back 239 responses


Of those, 71 groups fit our definition


 


PLUS


Of the 71 groups, we did follow-up telephone interviews with 11



Who are the networks?

Mostly small

11%

16%

9% 64%

< 50 members
50 to 100
100 to 500
> 500

Mostly young

5%10%

40%45%

< 5 years old
5 to 15
15 to 25
> 25



Where are the networks?

Spread out over 27 states. 


With half of them located in just five states:

CA (11) , NY (8) , PA (7) , FL (5) , SC (5) 

8%

31%

23%

14%

24%
National
Regional
Statewide
Local
(Unknown)

And overlapping service coverage 



What do the networks do?

“The most effective way to combat stigma is

by empowering the stigmatized.”

When people feel

part of a group They will act as a group



How is the group built?
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What do they do?

FIGHT
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At least 60% of the networks 
surveyed identified these 
forms as specific targets



How do they do it?

Participated in an HIV/AIDS awareness event


Raised HIV/AIDS issues at public meetings


Trained other PLHIV in advocacy


Recruited new partners to HIV/AIDS work


Engaged with media


Engaged with policymakers

At least 2/3 of the networks surveyed:



What are their greatest needs?

More Funding (80%)

More Members (50%)

People are afraid that joining identifies them as HIV+

so stigma is both a motivation and an obstacle

Logistical Support (40%)

People with skill sets the network needs

Transportation and childcare for meetings and rallies



The Interviews

SERO

(Milford, PA)


Positive Bruthas

(on-line)


Brave New Day

(Mississippi)


Positive Pedalers

(California)


ALPHA Pittsburgh

Positive Force Northwest

(Oregon)


Power Source Tuscon


Tennessee Association for 

People with AIDS


CD4 Chicago


Illinois Ryan White CAB

(Chicago)


Alliance for Sound AIDS Policy

(Chicago)

Leaders from 11 networks were interviewed by telephone:



The Interviews

Re: Access to treatment through ACA insurers

“The mass majority [of insurers] that placed it [HIV meds] on 
speciality tier in 2014 have shifted it back to preferred tier, as a 
direct result, I think, of the advocacy work that we did.”

“Insurance companies were actually charging whatever they 
wanted in co-pays … a group of consumers actually sued … to 
try and get that changed. It’s getting there, but it still needs a lot 
of attention.”



The Interviews

Re: Changing public policy and funding

“The most recent work I’ve done was [with] state legislators … 
regarding state dollars towards HIV.”

“We organized two large advocacy groups … to lobby their 
legislators to protect the HIV services from the proposed cuts.”

“Two of the most important [events] here lately have been ‘AIDS 
Day on the Hill,” both here … and in Washington, DC.”

“A few of us met with Senator Wyden’s staff and laid out what 
is happening … [he] actually held a congressional hearing.”



The Interviews

Re: Supporting their members

We’re working with the networks … to create a guide, a 
resource guide for people with HIV or hepatitis who are 
incarcerated.”

“We’re partnering with our local YWCA, which has an existing 
[job re-entry] program … we have a number of women who 
have worked in jobs that they would like to get back into but 
they’re not capable of holding that level of position anymore, so 
we’re going to prepare them for getting back into work.”



The Interviews

“In rural areas there’s more stigma … because your cousin 
works down at the bar [and] the only pharmacist in town goes 
to church with him. [These] kinds of things really create a 
barrier.”

“Talking to some of those legislators down there, they don’t 
even believe that they have people that are living with HIV in 
their area. So for someone then from their district or their area 
to come talk to that politician, to put that face to HIV … it goes 
a long way for reducing stigma.”

The “oh I’m going to get it no matter what” is really a form of 
stigma … where you feel like maybe at some level you deserve 
it”

Re: Stigma



The Interviews

“Create … supportive services like [mental] healthcare, housing, 
… transportation. These are the things that people often can 
take for granted in larger cities … It’s not as though they’re 
weak here. They don’t exist.”

“Increase our advocacy relating to housing. For years I’ve 
wanted to [increase] public awareness of housing being a 
healthcare issue.”

“Build some type of incentives for participation … even if 
they’re small, the funding could go a long way to help them”

What would you do first if your budget doubled overnight?

“Have enough folks and enough materials to go into beauty 
parlors and to local small cafes … for outreach”



The Interviews

Coordinate advocacy on national issues, such as HIV 
criminalization.

Assistance with connecting to people who are underserved or 
ignored by their local HIV groups 

Help networks share skills and news, support each other in 
facing common problems

Toolkits, templates, resource directories

Funding and assistance getting funding

What do you want from an NEP?



Thank you!

Many thanks to everyone who helped us circulate the 
survey, responded to the survey and agreed to be 

interviewed by the survey team. 

And special thanks to


Ittleson Foundation


